VBRET 2021
(Ph. D. ADMISSION TEST 2021)
Department of Physics, Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan
Date: 20.09.2021 (Monday) at 11:00 AM-12:30 PM.
Important Instructions
A MCQ based admission test will be conducted in Google Form on 20.09.2021.
A link in this regard will be sent in your registered email. Detail instructions are
given below. Please read them carefully.
1. You should login using your Email id to access the Google form containing
the questionnaire before 10:45 AM and fill up the relevant information e.g.
Name, Email, ID number etc. for the MSc Admission Test 2021.
2. If your form number is VBU21012345, then your ID number will be 012345.
3. The Google form containing the questions for M.Sc. Admission Test, 2021
will be accessible at 11:00 AM. If not, please refresh the page. In case the
problem persists, contact the numbers given below.
4. Duration of the test is 11:00 AM – 12:30 PM.
5. Answer all the questions. Only one option is correct. <Click> on one of the
choices to select your answer.
7. Questions No. 1 to 10, each carries mark 2. Rest are of mark 5. For each
wrong answer, 40% of the assigned mark will be deducted.
8. Please submit your questions WITHIN 12:30 PM (SHARP). You must
<Click> on the SUBMIT button on the last page to submit your
answer script. The system will NOT accept any changes or submission after
12:30 PM (SHARP). You will receive a confirmation message after successful
submission of the form.

9. To avoid last minute rush, try to submit the form as soon as you complete
your answers.
10. We will conduct a Mock Test on 17th September (Friday) to help you
understand the procedure at 12:00 PM. The duration of the Mock Test will be
15 minutes.
11. Any communication regarding examination will be circulated from the
vbretphysics@visva-bharati.ac.in email address only.
12. However, if there are any difficulties then we may use the following email
address also: swapankumar.mandal@visva-bharati.ac.in
13. Candidates with valid NET/GATE/SLET or equivalent (as mentioned in the
Prospectus 2021 or as per Visva-Bharati admission rules) are exempted for
appearing in Ph. D admission test. They may directly appear in the interview
/viva-voce to be held later for final selection of candidates.
14. Please make your computer/laptop with Internet connectivity ready before
examination.
14. Admission committee has the right to reject the candidature for adopting
any unfair means during any time of the admission process/test. Campaigning in
any form is strictly prohibited.

NOTE: Sometimes, the email may not appear in your INBOX. To avoid any
confusion, please check your promotional, spam and other folders as well.

In case you face any problem, you may contact the following numbers:
Mobile numbers: +91 9434756727, +91 9735893022, +91 7797285744, +91 9434464856

